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Best Practices
General Focus
When designing creative content for Amazon 
there are three directions the strategy can focus 
on: the brand (example A), the product (example 
B), and the product line or category (examples 
C & D). Most times it is best to focus on one 
direction at a time, but there are situations 
when focusing on multiple is successful and/or 
necessary. Whichever direction is taken the goal 
is to highlight the most appealing qualities and 
attributes to cause the consumer to act and buy 
the product.

Breaking Barriers
Although Amazon provides modules that 
are square in nature it is important to think 
about utilizing the provided space in the most 
strategic way. Using shapes other than sharp 
right angles and utilizing the white space not 
only differentiates the product from other 
listings, but also brings more attention to the 
imagery within the product listing.
(Examples C & D)

A. Brand Focused Product Image

Product Images
Restrictions and Sizing
Main product images must be of the product with 
a plain white background. Generally, Amazon will 
reject all product images with logos, shipping, pricing, 
promotions, QR barcodes, personal information 
(phone number, address, email), competitors, time 
sensitive information (now, new, latest, the best yet, 
etc.), links to other websites, copyright and trademark 
symbols. Very few times they will accept product 
images with these included; most often they will 
either be rejected, or Amazon will edit the image and 
remove these attributes.

In most Amazon categories the best size for product 
images is 1200 pixels X 1200 pixels. Most recently 
another size has become acceptable for the grocery

C. Product Line & Brand Focused A+ Page Header Banner

B. Product Focused Product Image

category at 650 pixels X 450 pixels (width x 
height) allowing for what appears as a much 
larger image when live on Amazon
(example D). 

Image Requirements:
General Size: 1200px X 1200px 
Grocery Size: 650px X 450px
Color Mode: RGB
Resolution: 72-150ppi

D. Product Line Focused Product Image (650 X 450)
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Product Images
Feature Callouts (Examples E & F)
According to Amazon 90% of consumers look 
at every image of the product they eventually 
purchase, while bullet points and product 
descriptions often go unread. With this in mind 
the most effective strategy involves calling 
out the best and most appealing qualities and 
features of the product, brand, and/or product 
category within the product image itself. This 
guarantees the consumer receives the top 
key points they need and in turn increases 
conversion rate.

I. Simple Callout

E. Feature Callouts F. Feature Callouts

Questions & Reviews
Reviewers or customers often ask the same 
questions or have the same critical feedback. 
Product images are a great area to answer 
common questions and/or avoid confusion in 
critical reviews, as this information is right at 
the top of the page.(Examples G & H)

Keep it Simple
Although it is important to callout features, 
keeping the text to a minimum will ensure the 
consumer reads the information. Large blocks 
of text are often overwhelming and cause the 
reader to skip over the information. Use bullet 
points or icons and keep each feature callout 
short and simple. Many times the feature 
may be something obvious to you, but not 
necessarily to the consumer. For example: 
Bellaportofino tuna calls out that their tuna is 
wild caught, making it seem of higher quality 
than other tunas when in fact all tuna is wild 
caught! (Example I)

G. Common Question

H. Question  Answered
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A+ Pages
According to Amazon, utilizing A+ Page content 
to educate the consumer about your product 
and brand can increase sales on average 3-10%. 

Restrictions and Sizing
Amazon allows A+ Pages to be heavily branded 
and include logos. Generally, Amazon will reject 
images including shipping, pricing, promotions, 
QR barcodes, personal information (phone 
number, address, email), competitors, time 
sensitive information (now, new, latest, the best 
yet, etc.), links to other websites, copyright and 
trademark symbols. In cases where they are 
not rejected, Amazon will edit the image and 
remove these attributes.

Highly Visual Content
A+ Pages allow for a total of 5 modules. 
(example J) Designing the A+ Page as a whole 
in a highly visual manner will break up your 
product detail page and grab the attention of 
consumers with beautifully branded images. 
Leverage the A+ Page banners, as they 
encourage the use of visual content. Make sure 
your images have the proper size and resolution 
requirements (otherwise they will be rejected), 
and always proofread prior to submission. 

Be Direct and Consistent
Keep the amount of text in your A+ Page 
modules to a minimum, making sure to 
communicate directly and simply. Develop 
these modules to highlight not only the best 
features of your product, but also the reliability 
of your brand. When planning and creating your 
A+ Pages, have your entire brand in mind. The 
design of your content should be consistent 
across the board and represent the tone of all 
your products and your brand. 

There are times where modules that include 
text are necessary or will add to the overall 
experience. Some of the best modules to use for 
text are the “Standard Three (or Four) Images & 
Text”, or the “Standard Single Image & Sidebar”. 
Because Amazon crawls the copy in the A+ 
Page and indexes the keywords, it is important 
to include copy within some of the modules.

J. Hawaiian Punch Singles-to-Go A+ Page
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A+ Pages
Modules and Example A+ Page Layout
Approach each A+ Page like a story: 
Module 1: The beginning header opens to your 
brand and its best qualities, enforcing reliability.
Modules 2-3: The following modules should 
bring further attention to the product/brand’s 
features. These callouts may be additional 
features not yet mentioned in the product 
images or a repetition of the most key 
features previously mentioned.
Module 4:  Cross sell additional products within 
the brand by using the “Standard Comparison 
Chart”. This allows the consumer to be led 
directly to more of your products. (See Utilize 
Charts below.)
Module 5: Bring the consumer back to your 
brand with an about section. Two modules work 
well for this application, the “Standard Single 
Image & Sidebar”, or the “Standard Single Left 
Image”. 

Utilize Charts
Utilizing a comparison chart to display related 
products gives the consumer a chance to 
discover more of your products without having 
to navigate away from the detail page and your 
brand. For example, these charts can display 
options within the same product line, items 
similar to that product, or complementary 
products. 

Other modules of the A+ Page have the ability 
to be enlarged when clicking but the physical 
interaction ends there. Creating a cross sell 
section of the A+ Page is the only opportunity 
to lead the consumer to more of your brand’s 
products. Be sure to utilize this module fully 
by linking to your ASIN’s. Since the rest of the 
A+ Page does not have this capability, making 
each product’s space look clickable will lead the 
consumer in the right direction. The comparison 
chart module allows you to add text to describe 
the products show, as well as check marks to 
signify relevant features.

K. Baggallini Everywhere Bagg A+ Page


